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Start by familiarizing yourself with the degree requirements and possible recommendations of timing studies in your programme: Student Guide – Your Master’s programme page > Curriculum and Recommended study timetable
1) CREATE YOUR PERSONAL STUDY PLAN
Start by logging in Sisu as a student.
https://sis-aalto.funidata.fi/student/login

Choose Aalto University to identify.

Choose Structure of Studies
A. Choose the template

In "My educations" the system suggests the right template according to your study right:

A) If you have been admitted through Master's admission to Aalto, please choose the master’s programme.

B) If you have completed your Bachelor’s degree (Business) in Aalto Otaniemi campus, please choose: Bachelor’s Programme in Business and on PSP click the first heading and choose your master’s programme.

C) If you have completed your Bachelor’s degree in Aalto Mikkeli campus, please choose: Bachelor’s Programme in International Business and on PSP click the first heading and choose your master’s programme.

How to choose the curriculum period:

You can choose the academic year when you started your studies or some year after that. It might be the best to choose the current academic year as the template as there you will have all the newest courses and structure. If you’re not sure which curriculum to follow you can contact your planning officer.
B. PSP functions in general

Make sure your PSP is marked as the "Primary plan". You can have other alternative plans but enrol to courses via your primary plan.

Choose courses by clicking the **heading** (not arrow) under which you want to add courses. The selection window opens to the right side.

Choose courses according to the structure until the modul says "selections done". Some modules require separate approval and you need to approve them according to p. 14.

You can choose courses that are listed in the template that you chose. Sometimes next year the courses might change so you need to choose the substituting course (p. 19) or edit the courses in free edit mode (p.15).

See always the possible info text in the selection window.

Courses are **saved automatically** to the PSP (there is no save –button).

When you sign in again, you find your PSP always on the interleaf “**Structure of studies**”.

---
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C. Programme studies

Some compulsory courses are added automatically.

Choose the rest of the courses according to the structure until you see "selections done" in the programme studies heading.

There might be more than one heading under which you need to add courses, so remember to check all the headings.
D. Master’s thesis

Master’s thesis is part of your programme studies but you need to add the thesis code of your master's programme under the heading Master's thesis.

Click the heading "Master's thesis" and select the right thesis code according to your major (check the right code from Student guide).

Department of Management thesis codes:

The thesis code depends on the supervisor of your thesis and is defined later. At this point you can choose any of the MNGT-codes (for example MNGT1.thes) and change it later.

Global Management and Strategic Management in a Changing World programmes have 20 cr thesis. Choose the code according to the instructions.
E. Elective studies / minor

You should choose elective studies so that your degree is 120 cr. Normally you choose 36 cr but depending on the choices in your plan, this can differ. This can include an elective minor, but it’s not compulsory to have a minor.

1. Click the heading Elective studies
2. Add Electives, and if you wish Elective minors
3. Click the heading Electives and add the courses by searching with the course code or name.
4. If you added Elective minors, search the minor by the code or name and add courses according to the minor structure.
5. Apply for approval for the sections that require that

Electives can be: whatever courses, all levels, language courses, internship, courses from another university (you can choose freely). For adding courses from other universities, see page 22. Help for choosing in Student Guide > your programme > Curriculum 2022-24 > Elective studies 2022-24

Elective minor can be: whichever minor in Aalto / exchange studies (page 10) / minor at another Finnish university (page 11).

If you see "Not confirmed" under the minor, you can confirm the minor for yourself if you know you won’t change it before graduating. If you see "No study right" it means there is a separate application required for the minor. More information in Student Guide.
F. Exchange studies abroad

If you want to apply for exchange studies, add Elective minors heading and search the minor with code INTM2-BIZ International Minor.

Click the heading "International Minor" and in the window on the right side Add a study draft.

Study draft: Name can be "Exchange studies" and Planned credits 24 cr (always 24 cr in master’s degree). You don’t have to know the exchange university yet, it is just the draft (you can write "university abroad"). Later you apply for credit transfer via the study draft.

Planned exchange studies look like this on your PSP.

NB! When you have completed your exchange studies abroad, please see page 23.
G. Minor completed at a Finnish University

This can be minor that you would study with a JOO study right in another Finnish university or a minor that you have already completed during your other studies or for example in an open university. The minor has to be min. 24 cr, a confirmed minor in the university in question and after completing all the minor courses you have to apply for credit transfer.

If you want to complete /have completed a minor in another university:
1. Search the minor with code M2FINU2-BIZ (or M2ABR-BIZ if completed abroad).
2. Click the new heading "Minor Completed at another University"
3. In the window on the right Add a study draft. Mark the name of the minor, credits, institution and, in description field, the separate courses.
4. The study draft looks like this on the PSP.
5. Apply for approval for the section.
6. When you have completed all the courses for the minor, apply for credit transfer via the study draft.
H. Timetable for your studies

You can now create a timetable for your studies in Sisu. You don’t have to do it in Sisu, if you have your own way to plan the timetable. However, this might be useful and you can ask your planning officer to comment on it.

Click the interleaf Timeline on top of the page.

You can also check in Sisu if there is a timing template for your programme studies.

Add courses to the timeline by clicking "Add courses to the timeline" at the bottom of the page.

You can add your own notes to periods.

You can move courses from one period to another if you change plans.
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2) APPLY FOR APPROVAL

a) Applying for approval for sections
b) Free edit mode and applying approval for exceptions
c) Editing and applying for re-approval

NOTE! To enroll to the courses doesn't require approval for the section. By applying for approval you can make sure the selections are correct for the degree.
a) Applying for approval for sections

Some parts of the PSP require separate approval:
1. Elective minor
2. Electives
3. Maybe some parts of programme studies (depending on the programme)

Apply for approval:
1. Click the heading that says "approval required"

2. In the selection window click "Apply for module content approval". Fill the form and submit.

The request is directed to the planning officer of your Master’s programme. If you don’t get the approval in 3 weeks you can contact the planning officer by e-mail. In the beginning of autumn there might be longer delay.
b) Free edit mode and applying approval for exceptions

**In free edit mode you can:**
- Add or remove courses in the structure
- Apply for approval for an exception, but first see page 18 and 19.

**Note!** You cannot edit the structure freely but there always has to be a reason for that (for example changes in curriculum)

**Free edit mode:**

1. Go to free edit mode by clicking the three dots sign in the window and then "Free edit mode".

2. Add or remove course. You can also open the list of completed courses and add courses from there.

3. On top of the selection window apply for approval for the section.
c) Editing and applying for re-approval

If you want to change courses in a section which is already approved for you:

1. Click the heading/section which has status “selections approved”. In the window click “Content approved: Show”.
2. At the bottom of the window click Give up the approval.
3. Edit the courses.
4. Apply for approval again, instructions on page 14.

You can see “deviates from the approved content” if you have changed the courses and didn't give up the previous approval. See the instructions above.
4) PROBLEMS

A. Against the rules—sign
B. Substitutions
C. Course registration failed
A. Against the rules—sign

Against the rules—sign can occur for different reasons
- You have chosen too many courses
- You have added a course that is not listed in the structure
- You have added courses below a section where it says "not-graded"

If, according to the study guide, it is ok to include the course to the section please use free edit mode to add the course and apply for approval. Page 15.

Remove courses below the non-graded section. For example electives on page 9.
**B. Substitutions**

Sisu PSP doesn’t recognize substituting courses but you need to change the substituting course to the PSP by yourself.

These cases are:

- Courses completed in Aalto Open University that have a course code starting with letter A.
- Course code or name have changed but the new and old courses are similar by content.

Click the course code

In the window choose interleaf Substitutions > choose the course you have completed. After that the course is shown like this:
C. Course registration failed

If the basic requirements are fulfilled (e.g., you are an attending student), please make sure that:

1) the course is marked on your primary PSP

2) that you have the current academic year version of the course on the PSP. If not:

Click the course code on the PSP. Choose the current academic year version.

Click in the blue banner "Switch to this version". Then finalize the registration.

Note! If your registration didn’t go through previously it is not enough to change the version but you need to update the registration again.
5) CREDIT TRANSFER

a) Credit transfer
b) Credit transfer: exchange studies
a) Credit transfer

Instructions for credit transfer are in Student Guide

If you apply for substitution of an Aalto course, leave the application by clicking the course code and on the interleaf Substitution. Instructions.

If you apply for inclusion add the course to the PSP as a study draft under the right heading. There must be space in your degree for the courses to be included. If you transfer a minor, see page 11.

Then click the study draft on the PSP > Suggest credit. Detailed instructions. Apply for inclusion. Attach the transcript, course description and possible other attachements.

If you applied credit transfer via study draft, the courses will appear on your PSP automatically like this after the application was approved.

If you didn’t apply via study draft you need to add the approved course to the plan by yourself.
b) Credit transfer: exchange studies

After exchange studies

When you have returned from the exchange and got your official transcript of records:

Click the study draft you added earlier (page 10) and click "Suggest credit".

Apply for credit transfer (*inclusion*) by filling in the application via the study draft.

Complementary studies at Aalto:

If you completed less than 24 cr in the exchange and you need to do complementary course/courses at Aalto create a new study draft to correspond the credits you completed. Apply for credit transfer to the exchange studies like above. In addition to the study draft add also the complementary course at Aalto.
If you have been accepted to CEMS MIM programme you might have to complete courses that you won’t include in your master’s degree. You can place 12-18 cr to your Electives to include to your master’s degree, but if you have more courses please do the following. **To enrol to the courses in Sisu, the courses have to be marked on your primary study plan.**

1. Click the heading Elective studies. Go to free edit mode (3-dots sign on the right side of the selection window). Add the module BIZ5014 (CEMS Master’s in International Management).

2. The module will say "Does not fit within the degree structure". You can leave it like that even if the PSP is "against the rules". It’s because this is an additional module and will be removed from the PSP before graduation.

3. Choose the courses. Please keep the courses on the PSP at least until you get the grade of the course.

4. **Before you send the request for graduation, please remove the CEMS MIM module**, because it won’t be part of your degree certificate.

You can remove it by clicking the heading Elective studies and throwing it to the bin.